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ACI 224R-01 references method 1 and 2 above and 3 european codes.The most confusing
part is the table in which Nawy suggests 0.1mm crack width for water-tight structures. The
whole document is for normal structures except this line. And people are following this line
and refer to this document for water tight structures. I mean its just a suggestion and by
the way this method 1 is obsolete now since ACI 318-99 (see point 2 above).-Water tight
structures-1. ACI 318-08 states clearly that for watertight structures ACI 350-06 codes
should be used.2. Thank you for providing such a useful share. I want to share the link of
this file:bit.ly/3bJRdHy It is a technical support forum for CSI ETABS 2020 Crack. Thanks
again. Best, Paulo Rodrigo. Please visit the conference website to see the details and the
link for registration.If there are any queries, please do not hesitate to contact the
Conference Secretary at the following addressProf. Muhammad Masood RafiConference
Secretary- SACEE-2019ChairmanDepartment of Earthquake EngineeringNED University of
Engineering & Technology Karachi, Pakistan.Phone: 0092-21-992-261261 Ext:2605Email:
rafi-mneduet.edu.pk. Dear members, I am working on a 10 storied rcc factory building with
one basement, where floor loads are in general 125 psf(Live). But there are 2 warehouse in
the building at ground floor & 10th floor where the Live load of stacked materials are
450psf. The forum belongs to the members so it never made sense for one person to be
Admin,As always, feedback is much appreciated.Thanks for taking the time out to read this
update.Cheers!. Hi guys just to discuss with you my understanding of crack widths in
Environmental structures according to ACI.-Normal structures-1. ACI 318-95 based on
statistical method of Gergely & Lutz 1968 limits Z based on exposure. We are calculating
crack widths here. (Normal structures)2. ACI 318-99 proposed limiting the spacing and
removed actually calculating the width and also removed the exposure conditions. For
example for beams and one-way slabs s (in) = 540/fs -2.5cc or in other words limiting the
fs=0.6fy (For normal structures)3.
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